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Digital Hygiene: - Staying Secure in Cyber Space
Course Brief:
In the coming years, The Futuristic Digital Technologies are expected
to derive the world economies through its intensive deployment and
usage by people in almost all aspects. The Governments, Businesses
and Society, in general, are adopting Digital Connectivity, Tools &
Technologies, Platforms, Environments in more rapid ways now. The
internet usage data statistics show an increase in online time-spend
by users and a far greater dependence on technological tools.
How safely the Digital Technology can be used by the users is
addressed by “Digital Hygiene”. The Digital Hygiene propagates
practicing safe and secure behaviors on the Internet in the online
cyber space. Internet is not altogether a safe place because of its
openness/anonymity as it attracts many cyber criminals. All around
the world, cyber hackers have found numerous ways to do illegal
cyber activities targeting people, banks, financial firms and
Government and private organizations. Their motives are financial
gains or disreputation of target or notoriety or just sheer destructive
fun. Most of these targeted attacks are successful because of the
reason that, generally, there is poor cyber hygiene practiced by the
persons of these organizations. This is primarily due to lack of
awareness of the concerned user. Digital Hygiene habits should be
developed for protection of digital devices, resources & information.
Digital Hygiene consists of simple habits that can be incorporated into
a regular routine to secure computers, smartphone's and other digital
devices that may be susceptible to hacking, malware & ransomware.
To address the challenges and risks of the Digital Ecosystem, this
programme is designed for imparting training to Scientists and
Technologist on the concepts of Digital Hygiene for staying secure in
the cyber space.

Course Objective:
§ To increase awareness about Dos, Don’ts & the best practices for

ensuring Cyber Hygiene.
§ To educate the participants with the existing threats which can

compromise their personal privacy, threat to the public safety or put
their professional space under the risk of Cyber-Attack and to keep
their Cyber Space Hygienic.
§ To provide the structured forum for peer to peer Interaction and
knowledge sharing among the scientific community for better
networking and synergy.
Methodology
The content will be delivered through online lectures/presentations as
well as interactive sessions. Apart from C-DAC faculty, distinguished
Guest speakers would include eminent experts from Academia,
Scientific community, and Government Organizations. Mid-term
review and feedback session will be part of the course methodology.

Target Group
The programme has been specially designed for
Scientists/Technologists (Group A only) working in Departments/
Ministries of Central Govt., Public Sector Units, Govt. Research
Laboratories and Scientists/Technologists working in State
Governments. The Scientists and Academicians (only Ph.D/M.Tech
Degree holders) from Central and State Universities, Educational
Institutions & Colleges, engaged in R & D in any discipline of Science &
Technology, are also eligible.
The upper Age limit is 58 Years, as on July 1, 2022.
Mode of Training
This one-week online programme is scheduled by C-DAC, Mohali
(Punjab) and sponsored by the Department of Science & Technology,
Govt. of India, New Delhi.
Batch size
Intake capacity of this programme is 25 participants and they will
be admitted as per the training guidelines/criteria set by DST,
Govt. of India.
Fees
This programme is sponsored by DST and no fee is charged from
the participants.

Training Session Plan

22nd– 26th August 2022

Four Sessions per day

Day 1
Introduction to Cyber Hygiene and related terms :- Cyber Hygiene
in Small & Large Organizations, Cyber Hygiene for Individuals,
Challenges in maintaining Cyber Hygiene
Current Attack Trends :- Web threats, Data breaches and privacy,
Social Media, Scam & Email threats, Network exploit attacks,
Internet of Things(IoT) attacks, Targeted Attacks:
Application/service Vulnerability exploitation, Advance Persistent
Threats, Bots & Botnets

Day 2
Good Digital Hygiene :- The essentials
Malicious Software, Antivirus and Firewall, Bad ideas, Disposing of
your devices, Backups, Passwords.
Personal Identification Numbers (PIN)
Choosing software for your devices, Downloads, Sharing your
devices, Locking your devices when not in use, Securing online
transactions and “https”

Day 3
Your footprints in Cyberspace :- Who is watching your online activities?
Your browser disclosures, Your cookies, Your disclosures,
What others may be saying about you. Your IDs and privacy in
Cyberspace, Being selective about who is in your network, Social
media and Internet memory

Day 4
Managing beyond the essentials :- Inventory of your devices,
Crapware, Craplets and Scareware, Inventory of all your accounts,
Lost your smartphone or your computer?
Tracking software for electronic devices, Remotely wipe the contents
of your lost device, Encryption and digital signatures

Day 5
Threats to Smartphone Users :- BYOD (Bring your own devices)
policy, Attacks & risks to smartphones, Maintain Cyber Hygiene in
smartphone, Ransomware, Online open source security solutions
Case Study: Online identity theft, Online transactions, Data and
credential theft, Web threats, Lack of Cyber Hygiene is Leading to
Cyber Attacks and Cyber Threats
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Eminent speakers from IITs /CERT-IN / NTRO / Industry may be
imparting knowledge by sharing their experiences as per their
availability.
How to Apply
The nominated officers should register and apply online for this
training programme at the DST's training portal i.e
https://training.dst.gov.in <https://training.dst.gov.in> and follow
the instructions/steps contained therein.
For any further details, applicants can also contact:
Ajay Mudgil (Nodal Officer-DST Trainings),
C-DAC, A-34, Industrial area, Phase-8, Mohali-160071
Ph. No- 0172-6619000, 2237052-57
eMail : ajay@cdac.in, dst-trg@cdac.in

About C-DAC
(C-DAC) is the premier R&D organization of the Ministry of
Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) for carrying out R&D
in IT, Electronics and associated areas. C-DAC has today emerged as
a premier R&D organization in IT&E (Information Technologies and
Electronics) in the country working on strengthening national
technological capabilities in the context of global developments in
the field and responding to change in the market need in selected
foundation areas.
As an institution for high-end Research and Development (R&D), CDAC has been at the forefront of the Information Technology (IT)
revolution, constantly building capacities in emerging/enabling
technologies and innovating and leveraging its expertise, caliber, skill
sets to develop and deploy IT products and solutions for different
sectors of the economy, as per the mandate of its parent, the
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, Ministry of
Communications and Information Technology, Government of India
and other stakeholders including funding agencies, collaborators,
users and the market-place.
C-DAC, Mohali operates from its own impressive building having a
covered area of approximately 4300 sq. mts. The centre is engaged
in design and deployment of world class IT and electronics solutions
in the following domains:
§
§
§
§
§

Health Informatics
Multilingual Technologies
Artificial Intelligence
Software Technologies
Cyber Forensics and Security

Centre continues to play a leading role in human resource
development and training in Information Technology (IT) sector in
the northern region. From year 2020, C-DAC Mohali is also
conducting M.Tech in Artificial Intelligence, M.Tech in Cyber Security
and M.Tech in Embedded Systems. Short term value added courses
and diploma are designed for knowledge based skill development. It
also offers courses for foreign participants, sponsored by MEA under
ITEC/SCAAP programs. The Centre is certified for ISO 9001:2015
standard.

Facilities:
Library
The Library has well rounded collection of books and periodicals/
journals. These include text books, foundation books and books for
subsidiary readings. Institute has access to digital library resources
also.

Labs
There are many labs under different divisions for example: BioMedical, Telemedicine, Cyber Security, Advance Network Engineering
Lab, FOSS Lab, Multilingual Lab, Multi-Media& Web design, IT For
Masses Lab, Workshops etc. These Labs are equipped with PC's,
Servers (i3 / i5 / i7 Latest Configuration), IT hardware, Software and
each system is connected with LAN. Class rooms are equipped with
LCD projector.

Auditorium & Conference Room
The Centre has an AC Auditorium with capacity to accommodate
100+ persons. The auditorium is fitted with audio-visual equipment.
The conference room has a capacity to accommodate 30 persons.
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